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The estimate of free energy changes based on Bennett’s acceptance ratio method is examined in several
limiting cases and compared with other estimates based on the Jarzynski equality and on the Crooks relation.
While the absolute amount of the dissipated work, defined as the surplus of the average work over the free energy
difference, limits the practical applicability of Jarzynski’s and Crooks’ methods, the reliability of Bennett’s
approach is restricted by the difference of the dissipated works in the forward and the backward processes.
We illustrate these points by considering a Gaussian chain and a hairpin chain which both are extended during
the forward and accordingly compressed during the backward protocols. The reliability of the Crooks relation
predominantly depends on the sample size; for the Jarzynski estimator the slowness of the work protocol is
crucial, and the Bennett method is shown to give precise estimates irrespective of the pulling speed and sample
size as long as the dissipated works are the same for the forward and the backward processes as it is the case for
Gaussian work distributions. With an increasing dissipated work difference the Bennett estimator also acquires
a bias which increases roughly in proportion to this difference. A substantial simplification of the Bennett
estimator is provided by the 1/2 formula which expresses the free energy difference by the algebraic average of
the Jarzynski estimates for the forward and the backward processes. It agrees with the Bennett estimate in all
cases when the Jarzynski and the Crooks estimates fail to give reliable results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In studying the thermodynamic state of a physical system,
the free energy F is a quantity of fundamental importance.
It describes the equilibrium properties of systems that may
exchange energy with their environments. Formally, it is
related to the internal energy U by a Legendre transform
F = U − T S, where T is the temperature and S the entropy.
The free energy is a state function and hence, for any process
connecting two equilibrium states, the respective change of
the free energy �F = �U − T �S, solely depends on the
final and initial states without regard to the particular process
connecting them. In contrast, the work w done on the system
and the heat Q exchanged with the environment are process
dependent. Yet, their sum yielding the change in internal
energy �U = w + Q does not depend on the details of the
path connecting the final state with the initial state.

Recently, Jarzynski found a relation between the path-
dependent work and the path-independent free energy change
in terms of the following sum rule [1]∫ ∞

−∞
dwp(w)e−βw = 〈e−βw〉 = e−β�F , (1)

where p(w) denotes the probability density function (PDF)
of the work that is performed on the system. The process
from which this work results starts out in a state of thermal
equilibrium at temperature T = (kBβ)−1, and is induced by the
action of forces, or more generally by changes of parameters
characterizing the Hamiltonian of the considered system.
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These parameter changes are supposed to follow a specific
protocol whose details in general will affect the work PDF.

In Eq. (1), �F = Ff − Fi , denotes the difference between
the free energies Fi and Ff of the initial thermal equilibrium
state and the thermal equilibrium state of the system with
the final parameter values, respectively. Both equilibrium
states are at the same temperature T . In general, the second
equilibrium state differs from the actual state that is reached at
the end of the protocol. In principle, this “associated thermal
equilibrium” will be approached when the system stays in
contact with a heat bath at temperature T upon completion of
the protocol. As a difference of a state function, �F depends
on the initial and final parameter values but is independent of
the details of the protocol.

The random nature of the work manifested in the PDF p(w)
is a consequence of the inherent randomness of the thermal
initial state and additionally also due to a possible randomness
of the dynamics, be it of a quantum or classical, stochastic
nature. In the latter case, the randomness and dissipation
must be properly balanced by fluctuation dissipation relations
eventually imposing thermal equilibrium at the initial inverse
temperature β at constant parameter values. Any application
of the Jarzynski equality (1) to the experiments hence requires
repeating the experiments with the same protocol many times
to generate a sufficient statistics. The same requirement to
generate sufficiently large data must also be met in numerical
implementations of the Jarzynski equality aiming at the
determination of the free energy changes.

The feasibility of this scheme with the goal to determine
the free energy change �F was demonstrated in various
experimental systems such as for single molecules [2,3] and
classical oscillators [4,5]. Yet the practical applicability of the
Jarzynski equality is severely limited because the estimate of
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the exponential work average strongly relies on how well the
tail of the work distribution with w < �F is sampled [6].
In general, the exponential average 〈e−βw〉 gives rise to a
bias of the Jarzynski free energy estimate [6]. It is now
well recognized that the best convergence can be obtained
from the slow protocols associated with small dissipation
such that 〈w〉 ≈ �F (i.e., for the almost reversible processes
in which the system passes through a succession of quasi-
equilibrium states [7]). For fast switching, the finite sampling
error becomes substantial both concerning the bias and the
variance. The respective behavior in the large sampling limit
was investigated in several studies [8–11].

An alternative strategy to determine the free energy differ-
ences is based on the Crooks relation [12]

pf (w) = e−β(�F−w)pb(−w), (2)

which allows to infer �F without the average process required
in Eq. (1). Here the two work PDFs pf (w) and pb(w) refer
to the original, or forward (f ) protocol and to the backward
protocol (b) which is started in the associated equilibrium
state (i.e., at the initial temperature of the forward process and
at those parameter values that have finally been reached in
the forward process) and retraces its parameter values. The
free energy change can be read off from a plot displaying
the functions pf (w) and pb(−w) as the work value at which
the two distributions cross each other. A reliable estimate of
the crossing point requires sufficient sampling of work with
w < �F for the forward process and with w < −�F for the
backward process.

It is worth mentioning here that the average work is never
smaller than the free energy change (i.e., 〈w〉 − �F � 0) as
a consequence of Jensen’s inequality, stating that 〈e−βw〉 �
e−β〈w〉. Hence, the work applied to the system in an isothermal
process is at least as large as the change of free energy,
in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics. The
amount of work that is equal to the free energy change can be
applied to the system in an isothermal reversible process, while
any surplus 〈w〉 − �F is “dissipated work”. The dissipated
work can also be interpreted in terms of the entropy change of
the total system including the heat bath, 〈w〉 − �F = T �Stot

[13], which, again is positive in accordance with the second
law. For rapid protocols, the dissipated work becomes large
and therefore those realizations of the process with w < �F

may become extremely unlikely, such that even large samples
obtained from experiments or numerical investigations may
result in an unpopulated no man’s land between the forward
and the backward work PDFs and, hence, in an unreliable
estimate of the free energy change based on Crooks’ crossing
criterion.

Dividing both sides of the Crooks relation (2) by the factor
of 1 + eβ(w−�F ), one obtains∫ ∞

−∞
dw

pf (w)

1 + eβ(w−�F )
=

∫ ∞

−∞
dw

pb(−w)

1 + e−β(w−�F )
. (3)

This equation was originally suggested by Bennett [14] as
an efficient basis to estimate partition function ratios by
means of Monte Carlo sampling. In Bennett’s derivation, the
Fermi-function-like weights in Eq. (3) resulted as acceptance
ratios from the requirement of minimal variance of the partition
function estimator in the large sample size limit. From the

Gaussian assumption which this argument underlies one would
be let to believe that the Bennett estimator yields minimal
variance only if the overlap region of the forward and backward
PDFs pf (w) and pb(−w) is substantially populated. However,
Shirts et al. [15] demonstrated that Bennett’s acceptance ratio
method always yields a maximum likelihood estimate of the
free energy change by the use of forward and backward data.
As such, it allows to extract �F with the smallest variance
compared to any other free energy estimator, even if the two
PDFs, pf (w) and pb(−w) do not overlap. Therefore, the
estimation of the free energy change from Eq. (3) is less
restricted than the Jarzynski method and Crooks’ crossing
criterion as has been confirmed in various recent studies
[16–18].

In this work, we investigate the statistical behavior of
the free energy change estimation by the Bennett method,
discuss its limitations imposed by the difference of the amounts
of dissipated work in the forward and backward protocols,
and compare it with the methods proposed by Jarzynski and
Crooks. In our discussion we lay particular emphasis on the
practical limitations resulting from the nonequilibrium nature
that is imposed on the system by time-dependent perturbations.
We begin in Sec. II with a brief review on how the dissipated
work and the time asymmetry constrain the Jarzynski and
Crooks method. In the following Sec. III, we shortly review
the maximum likelihood argument [15] leading to Eq. (3) and
examine its solutions in some limiting cases. In particular,
when the Jarzynski and Crooks methods are both hampered
by large dissipated work, we show that the Bennett method
simplifies to the “1/2 formula” expressing the free energy
change as the arithmetic mean of the Jarzynski estimation
obtained from the forward and the backward processes. In
Sec. IV, we take as an example a Gaussian chain, and consider
processes in which work is done by extending or compressing
the chain at a constant speed. Reliable estimations of �F

based on Crooks’ crossing criterion or the Jarzynski estimator
do not exist if the dissipated work becomes large. We present
regions in a pulling-speed versus sample-size plane, in which
the errors of these estimators are smaller than kBT . For the
Gaussian chain, the dissipated works in the forward and
backward processes are the same, and, as a consequence
the Bennett method gives precise estimations of �F . In
Sec. VI, we consider a chain of monomers interacting via
pairing potentials to form a hairpin-like structure. Keeping
one end fixed and pulling at the other end with constant
speed gives rise to a non-Gaussian work distribution with
different dissipated works for the forward and the backward
protocols. The difference increases with growing pulling speed
and leads to a finite bias of the Bennett estimator. The results
are summarized in Sec. V.

II. GENERALITIES

We consider a time-dependent perturbation of a system in
terms of a control parameter λ(t) that varies in time t according
to a prescribed protocol. The protocol can be performed in
bidirectional way. For the forward protocol during a time
interval t ∈ (ti,tf ), the system departs from its initial thermal
equilibrium state at temperature T and control parameter λ(ti)
and reaches a terminal state with λ(tf ), which, in general, is a
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nonequilibrium state. The work done during this process will
be referred to as the forward work. For the backward protocol,
the system starts out in thermal equilibrium at the same inverse
temperature β with the control parameter at λ(tf ). In this case,
the parameter retraces its values in time-reversed order and
finally reaches λ(ti) as the terminal parameter value. After
repeating infinitely many times both protocols, two probability
distribution functions, pf (w) for the forward and pb(w) for the
backward protocol, can be assembled.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the probability for
observing work less than the free energy change is the crucial
factor for the applicability of the Crooks’ crossing criterion.
For the forward process this probability is given by

P <
f ≡

∫ �F

−∞
dwpf (w), (4)

and, accordingly, for the backward process by

P <
b ≡

∫ −�F

−∞
dwpb(w). (5)

If these probabilities are too low to get a sufficient number
of realizations of work below the free energy change within a
reasonable total number of experiments, the Crooks’ crossing
criterion fails to give �F . Moreover, a poor sampling of work
data below �F will lead to a substantial underestimation of the
exponential average 〈e−βw〉 resulting in a too large Jarzynski
estimate of �F .

As an example, we consider a Gaussian work PDF pf (w)
for the forward process. As a consequence of the Crooks
relation (2) the backward work PDF pb(w) is also Gaussian
with the same variance σ 2. Hence the two PDFs are

pα(w) = 1√
2πσ 2

exp

[
− (w − 〈w〉α)2

2σ 2

]
, α = f,b . (6)

In this case the free energy change becomes �F = 〈w〉f −
βσ 2/2 = −〈w〉b + βσ 2/2. The probability of finding work
less than the free energy change in the forward protocol then
becomes

P <
f = 1

2
erfc

(
βσ

2
√

2

)
, (7)

where erfc(x) denotes the complementary error function, see
Fig. 1. If the process is weakly dissipative [i.e., for β(〈w〉f −
�F ) = (βσ )2/2 < 1], the forward work distribution becomes
narrow and the argument of the error function is small. Because
of erfc(x) ≈ 1 − 2x/

√
π for x 	 1, the probability P <

f ap-
proaches the value 1/2 in the limit of vanishing dissipated work
[19]. In other words, on average, every other measurement
probes a work that is less than the free energy change (Fig. 1).
In the opposite limit of a strongly dissipative process being
characterized by 〈w〉f − �F 
 β−1, the work PDFs become
broad because then βσ 
 1. Using the asymptotic behavior
of erfc(x) for x 
 1, erfc(x) ≈ e−x2

/(
√

πx), we obtain an
exponentially small probability P <

f ∼ exp(−β2σ 2/8)/(βσ ) to
find a work in the forward protocol that is less than the free
energy change.

A measure quantifying the difference between the forward
and the backward work PDFs pf (w) and pb(−w) based on the
Jensen-Shannon divergence of the two distributions is given

FIG. 1. The probability P <
f to obtain a work smaller than the free

energy change in a realization of the forward process is displayed as a
function of the dissipated work 〈w〉f − �F = βσ 2/2 for a Gaussian
process as given by Eq. (7). Almost reversible protocols with small
dissipated work give a probability P <

f close to the maximum 1/2. In
the opposite limit of large dissipated work P <

f becomes exponentially
small.

by the so-called time asymmetry [20–22] reading

A = 1

2

〈
ln

2

1 + e−β(w−�F )

〉
f

+ 1

2

〈
ln

2

1 + e−β(w+�F )

〉
b

, (8)

where 〈X(w)〉f = ∫
dwpf (w)X(w) and 〈X(w)〉b = ∫

dwpb

(w)X(w) denote averages with respect to the forward and
backward distributions, respectively. This quantity vanishes
when pf (w) and pb(−w) agree with each other and otherwise
falls in the range 0 � A � ln 2. Therefore, if the measured
work values are mostly populated in the close vicinity of the
free energy change, �F for the forward protocol and −�F

for the backward protocol, the time asymmetry approaches its
minimum value A = 0. In this case, pf (w) and pb(−w) have a
large overlap. On the other hand, the time asymmetry reaches
its maximum ln 2 when pf (w) and pb(−w) are perfectly
separated by a large gap between the respective regions with
w 
 �F for the forward protocol and w 
 −�F for the
backward protocol.

We exemplify these behaviors for Gaussian work PDFs,
given by Eq. (6): Fig. 2(a) displays the time asymmetry as a
function of the peak separation between pf (w) and pb(−w),
that is, as a function of the hysteresis h defined as [20]

h = 1
2 (〈w〉f + 〈w〉b) . (9)

For small values of h, the time asymmetry is close to zero,
and the corresponding PDFs substantially overlap in an area
near �F as displayed in Fig. 2(b) for βh = 1/2. In contrast,
when h is large the time asymmetry approaches its maximum,
and seemingly, the forward and backward PDFs pf (w) and
pb(−w) no longer overlap with each other as exemplified in
Fig. 2(c) for βh = 50. Strictly speaking, due to the Crooks
relation (2) pf (w) and pb(−w) must share the same support
and therefore always have a finite overlap, which, however,
may become virtually invisible. Little overlap of the forward
and the backward work PDFs indicates that the process
involved in the work generation is highly irreversible, and
hence, the direction of time flow is unambiguous giving the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The time asymmetry A defined by
Eq. (6) for a Gaussian PDF monotonically varies as a function
of the hysteresis h = (〈w〉f + 〈w〉b)/2 = βσ 2/2 from vanishingly
small values at small h to a maximal value at large h. Note that
the hysteresis h gives the average dissipated work for the forward
and the backward protocols, and, for a Gaussian work distribution,
characterizes the separation of the peaks of the forward and backward
work PDFs pf (w) and pb(−w), respectively. The PDFs at the values
indicated by the arrows in panel (a) are displayed in the panels (b) and
(c). (b) For weak dissipation [(βσ )2 = 1], the time asymmetry is small
(A ≈ 0.1) and the work PDFs display a large overlapping area near
�F . (c) For strong dissipation (βσ 2 = 100), the time asymmetry
approaches its maximum (A = ln 2) and the work PDFs are well
separated.

information ln 2 of a single bit. Also, for this case, large
dissipated work is associated with both processes, and the
probabilities P <

b and P <
f to find work values being less than

the free energy change become extremely small [Fig. 2(c)].
In summary, the more pronounced is the direction of the
time-arrow in a nonequilibrium process, the rarer it becomes to
find events with work smaller than the free energy change and
the more erroneous both estimators by Jarzynski and Crooks
turn out to be.

Finally, we note a relation between the time asymmetry and
the hysteresis h specifying the average dissipated work of the
forward and the backward protocols. Because the free energy

does not change upon completion of a cyclic process, the
total dissipated work agrees with twice the above introduced
work hysteresis 2h. As pointed out in Ref. [6], the hysteresis
gives a rough estimate for the number of measurements Mc

required for a relatively reliable estimation of �F based on
the Jarzynski equality, as Mc � eβh. On the other hand, the
hysteresis is related to the time asymmetry by the following
inequality [20]

eβh � 1

2e−A − 1
. (10)

As a consequence the required number of measurements
becomes infinitely large if the time asymmetry approaches the
limiting value ln 2. Therefore not only the Jarzynski estimator
ceases to work but also Crooks’ crossing criterion fails for
processes with unambiguous arrows of time.

III. BENNETT’S ACCEPTANCE RATIO METHOD

As mentioned in the Introduction, Shirts et al. [15] obtained
the Bennett relation (3) by means of the statistical concept
of maximum likelihood. Here, this approach is based on a
transformation of the Crooks relation (2) into an expression
for the probability P (f |W ) with which the forward protocol is
drawn from an ensemble of equally many realizations of both
protocols under the condition that the work performed on the
system is w = W for the forward protocol and w = −W for
the backward protocol. This conditional probability takes the
form of a Fermi function, reading [15]

P (f |w) = 1

1 + exp [−β(w − �F )]
. (11)

The complementary probability P (b|W ) = 1 − P (f |W ) for
finding W in a realization of the backward process then
becomes

P (b| − w) = 1

1 + exp [β(w − �F )]
. (12)

According to the maximum likelihood method, the most
likely value of the free energy change compatible with
the work values of M realizations of the forward protocol
and equally many realizations of the backward protocol
maximizes the likelihood defined as the joint probability
�(�F ) = ∏M

j P (f |wj,f )P (b| − wj,b) evaluated at the actual
outcomes wj,α , j = 1, . . . ,M , of the forward, α = f , and the
backward, α = b protocols. This leads to

1

M

M∑
j=1

1

1 + eβ(wj,f −�F ) = 1

M

M∑
j=1

1

1 + eβ(wj,b+�F ) , (13)

presenting a nonlinear equation in �F which, for given
data wj,f and wj,b, has a uniquely defined solution. It can
numerically be solved by means of the Newton algorithm.
In the continuum limit of M → ∞ this equation can be
written as∫ ∞

−∞
dw

pf (w)

1 + eβ(w−�F )
=

∫ ∞

−∞
dw

pb(w)

1 + eβ(w+�F )
, (14)

yielding Eq. (3) upon a change of the variable w → −w on
the right-hand side.
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In the limiting cases of slow and rapid protocols, Eqs. (13)
and (14) have simple solutions. When the work protocol is
performed quasistatically so that the associated dissipation is
small, the majority of work values are localized near the free
energy difference such that |w − �F | 	 kBT for the forward
protocol and |w + �F | 	 kBT for the backward protocol.
The expansions of the exponential factors in Eq. (14) in terms
of their small arguments lead to∫ ∞

−∞
dw(w − �F )pf (w) ≈

∫ ∞

−∞
dw(�F − w)pb(−w)

(15)

yielding for the free energy change

〈w〉f − 〈w〉b ≈ 2�F. (16)

For a slow work protocol with small dissipations, the Bennett
estimate of the free energy difference is given by the difference
of the averaged works of forward and backward protocols.

On the other hand, for a fast protocol generating large dis-
sipation, the overwhelming majority of forward data satisfies
wj,f − �F 
 kBT and accordingly wj,b + �F 
 kBT for
the backward data. Then we can expand the Fermi functions
in Eq. (13) giving in leading order

e2β�F

M

M∑
j=1

e−βwj,f ≈ 1

M

M∑
j=1

e−βwj,b . (17)

This yields a central result of this work

2�F ≈ �Ff − �Fb ≡ 2�FH , (18)

where the Jazynski estimates �Fα are determined from M

realizations of the forward (α = f ) and the backward (α = b)
protocols as

β�Fα ≡ − ln

⎡
⎣ 1

M

M∑
j=1

e−βwj,α

⎤
⎦ . (19)

The Bennett estimate �F in the large dissipation regime is
given by half of the difference of the forward and the backward
Jarzynski estimates �Ff − �Fb, which we denote as �FH .

Due to the finite sampling of work values, the estimates
�Fα are still random and hence can differ from experiment
to experiment. To characterize the statistics of the Jarzynski
estimator for a finite number M of work data, one considers
m repetitions of M work measurements. The totality of
work data then consists of {[w(1)

j ],[w(2)
j ], . . . ,[w(m)

j ]} where

[w(�)
j ] is the data set from the �th experiment: [w(�)

j ] ≡
{w(�)

1 ,w
(�)
2 , . . . ,w

(�)
M }. Based on the resulting set of the Jarzyn-

ski estimates for M data according to Eq. (19) the statistics of
these estimates can be analyzed. In particular, one obtains a
block averaged estimate of the free energy difference from m

experiments reading

β�Fα = − lim
m→∞

1

m

m∑
�=1

ln

⎡
⎣ 1

M

M∑
j=1

e−βw
(�)
j,α

⎤
⎦ . (20)

It was proven that the block averaged Jarzynski estimator �Fα

with a finite M is bounded from below by the true value of

�F and from above by the average work 〈w〉α , that is, it lies
in the range [11,23]

�F � �Fα � 〈w〉α. (21)

Unfortunately, neither a lower nor an upper bound of the
Bennett estimator is known. The underlying difficulty results
from the structure of Eq. (18), which is based on the difference
between the forward and backward Jarzynski estimates.
Therefore the inequalities (21) valid for the individual terms do
not translate to the Bennett estimation in the large dissipation
limit.

IV. GAUSSIAN CHAIN

We illustrate the aforementioned features by considering a
one-dimensional Gaussian chain of (N + 1) beads connected
by harmonic springs. Additionally, the beads experience strong
friction and fluctuating forces stemming from a heat bath at
temperature T . The potential energy of the system is given by

U ({xi}) = k

2

N∑
i=1

(xi − xi−1)2, (22)

where xi denotes the position of the ith bead; the first bead
with i = 0 is fixed at the origin (x0 = 0). A simple way to
perform work on the system is to pull the last bead (i = N )
with a constant speed. The forward protocol acts during a time
interval t ∈ (0,tf ), starting from the thermal equilibrium state
of the chain with its end at the origin, xN (0) = 0, and proceeds
by increasing xN (t) linearly in time as xN (t) = vt until the
chain end reaches the designated position xN (tf ) = xd . For
the backward protocol, the chain is initially in the thermal
equilibrium while its end is fixed at xd and the work is done
by changing the chain end position as x(t) = xd − vt . The
Jarzynski work for the forward protocol is given by

w = v

∫ tf

0
dt

∂U ({xi})
∂xN

= vk

∫ tf

0
dt[xN (t) − xN−1(t)],

(23)

and the same expression with v → −v gives the work for the
backward protocol. The overdamped motion of the beads (i =
1,2, . . . ,N − 1) with the friction constant γ can be described
by a position Langevin equation

γ
dxi

dt
= −k(xi+1 + xi−1 − 2xi) + ξi(t), (24)

where the Gaussian white noises ξi(t) model thermal
random forces exerted on the chain. Accordingly, they
satisfy 〈ξi(t)〉 = 0 and 〈ξi(t)ξj (t ′)〉 = 2γ kBT δi,jδ(t − t ′).
Equation (24) describes the Rouse model of a polymer in
a viscous fluid where the hydrodynamic interactions are
neglected.

This model is exactly solvable as shown by Dhar [24]. The
free energy difference associated with stretching in the forward
process is given by

�F = k

2

x2
d

N
, (25)

and accordingly −�F for the backward process. The proba-
bility distribution of the work is of Gaussian form as given by
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Eq. (6), with the forward work average and the variance [24]

〈w〉f = �F + β

2
σ 2,

(26)
σ 2 = 2β−1γ vxd [L−2 + L−3(e−Lτ − 1)/τ ]N−1,N−1,

where −L is the lattice Laplacian, Lij = 2δi,j − δi,j+1 −
δi,j−1, and τ = (k/γ )tf . For the backward protocol, the PDF
is also Gaussian with the same variance σ as given in Eq. (26),
and the work average

〈w〉b = −�F + β

2
σ 2, (27)

indicating that the free energy difference for the Gaussian
distribution is determined by the difference of the forward and
backward work averages 2�F = 〈w〉f − 〈w〉b. On the other
hand, the hysteresis defined by Eq. (9) becomes h = βσ 2/2.
For a given final extension the pulling speed is a crucial factor
in determining the value of σ , as it appears in the prefactor.
According to Eq. (26), for τ → 0 (i.e., for a sudden change
of the end-to-end distance) the variance approaches a finite
value which is almost independent of the chain length [24].
With increasing duration of the protocol the work variance
becomes dependent on the chain length, indicating a collective
response of the chain. In the limit of infinitely slow processes
the variance asymptotically vanishes as 1/τ , as one would
expect for an isothermal quasistatic protocol. “Slow” and
“fast” can be quantified relative to characteristic time scales
of the system, for example, to its relaxation times. For the
Gaussian chains considered here the relaxation time is given
by tr = γ /(kλm) with λm being the minimum eigenvalue of
the negative lattice Laplacian L: λm = 2 − 2 cos[π/N ]. For
N 
 1, the relaxation time increases quadratically with the
chain length. Since we are interested in the efficiency of
different estimators of free energy change we compared these
for two different chain lengths and different protocols, in all
cases leading to the same change of the free energy. According
to Eq. (25) the final extension then depends on the chain
length as xd ∝ √

N for large N . The ratio of the two time
scales tr/tf = v/(λm

√
2N�F/k) then quantifies the progress

rate of the protocol: In particular, for tr/tf 	 1, the protocol
approaches a reversible processes with vanishing dissipated
work.

For given �F and tr/tf , the exact value of the variance
σ can be found using Eqs. (25) to (27), which completely
characterize the Gaussian work PDF given by Eq. (6) [24].
This Gaussian distribution indicates the ideal work PDF which
one would obtain from an infinite number of measurements,
leading to unbiased results of the estimators. To address the
statistical bias for a finite number of data, we investigate the
dependence of various free energy estimators on tr/tf and
on the sample size by drawing data from the exactly known
Gaussian work distribution given by Eq. (6). In this way
we could avoid time-consuming simulations of the Langevin
equations (24) and yet obtain large amounts of data with low
computational effort.

First, in Fig. 3(a), we present results for the hysteresis h

as a function of tr/tf . From the value of h at a given tr/tf ,
one can estimate the required number of measurements for a
reasonable estimate of �F by the Jarzynski equality according
to Mc � eβh. For example, for tr/tf = 0.1, Mc ∼ e10 ∼ 104.

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The work hysteresis h as defined in
Eq. (9) is displayed as a function of the time-scale ratio tr/tf
representing the pulling speed, for �F = 15kBT , and for different
lengths of the chain N = 40 (•) and N = 10 (�) in the regime of slow
pulling speeds. Note that h/kbT agrees with the work variance of the
Gaussian chain. For vanishing pulling speed (tr/tf → 0) the variance
vanishes. At higher pulling speeds the chain-length dependence
is more pronounced. Panel (b) shows the deviations of the block
averaged Jarzynski estimator as defined in Eq. (20) from the exact
value of the free energy change as a function of pulling speed. The data
were sampled from the exactly known Gaussian work distributions
given by Eqs. (6) and (26), rather than by simulations of the Langevin
equations (24). The sampling size was chosen as M = 104 (◦ for
N = 40 and � for N = 10) and M = 106 (• for N = 40 and � for
N = 10). In both cases the number of m = 3 × 102 blocks led to
well-converged block averages. As the pulling speed increases, the
error due to the finite sampling size becomes significant. Only the
protocol taking much longer than the relaxation time of the system
[tr/tf � O(10−2)] yields an error less than kBT . In both panels, the
lines connecting the symbols are guides to the eye.

If the chain is pulled faster, Mc may become enormously large
so that the free energy estimation from a finite number of
measurements becomes totally unreliable. We used the known
work PDF of the Gaussian chain as a test case and determined
block averages over m = 3 × 102 blocks of different sizes.
Figure 3(b) shows the errors in the free energy estimation from
the forward work measurement, (�Ff − �F )/kBT , where
�Ff is obtained via Eq. (20) for two different sample sizes
with M = 104 and M = 106. With tr/tf the dissipated work
increases, giving rise to increasing deviations of the estimated
free energy change from its true value.

With increasing time asymmetry the total dissipated work
grows. For the Jarzynski estimator this growth leads to a
systematic increase of its bias relative to the exact value as
displayed in Fig. 4. In particular, the bias diverges if the
limiting value ln 2 of the time asymmetry is approached. This
divergence persists for any finite number of data in accordance
with the exponential scaling of the required number of data
Mc, with the hysteresis Mc ∝ eh. The bias of the Jarzynski
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The Jarzynski bias as a function of the time
asymmetry for N = 40 for pulling protocols with �F = 15kBT . The
duration of time in which the final end to end distance was reached
was chosen as tf = 2−n103tr with n varying from n = 0 up to n = 15
for different block sizes M = 104 (�) and M = 106 (•). Averages are
performed over m = 3 × 102 blocks. Irrespective of the block size
M , the bias remains within kBT when the time asymmetry is less
than ln 2 (represented by the vertical dotted line), and abruptly rises
in the limit of maximal time asymmetry A → ln 2. The broken and
solid lines connecting equal symbols serve as guides to the eye. The
vertical bars at the symbols indicate the according variances of the
Jarzynski estimator.

estimator is presented in Fig. 5 as a function of the block size
M for different pulling speeds. It asymptotically approaches
zero at different rates depending on the pulling speed for
large values of M . According to Refs. [10,11] the asymptotic
approach is given by a power law reading

(�Fα − �F )/kBT = (eβ2σ 2 − 1)/(2M) + O(M−2). (28)

FIG. 5. (Color online) The finite sampling behavior of the
Jarzynski estimator for �F = 15kBT , and various progress rates of
the protocol, tr/tf , as a function of the sampling size M . Averages are
performed over m = 104 blocks. The estimated free energy difference
shows the monotonic behavior predicted by Eq. (20), and is larger
than the true value for any finite M in agreement with Eq. (21). The
lines represent the large-M asymptotic behavior Eq. (28). Only the
protocols with slow pulling speeds for tr/tf = 1/30 and tr/tf = 0.05
display this asymptotic behavior. To see it for faster pulling speeds
one has to go to even larger sample sizes.

This behavior though can only be identified for the two cases
with slowest pulling speeds tr/tf = 1/30 and tr/tf = 0.05
(see the straight lines in Fig. 5). For the other, faster protocols,
the sample sizes examined here are insufficient to enter
the asymptotic regime being governed by the central limit
theorem. Instead, we observe the algebraic decay behavior as
1/Mα with α < 1. For the sample sizes studied here, the decay
exponent α becomes very small with increasing pulling speed,
signaling a bad convergence of the finite sample average for
fast protocols.

Our next goal is to systematically compare the biases
of three estimators, the Jarzynski equality, Crooks’ crossing
criterion, and the Bennett method, for the Gaussian work PDF
as exemplified by the pulling protocol of the Gaussian chain.
In Fig. 6(a), we display the absolute magnitude of the biases
of the three estimators as functions of tr/tf and sampling size
M . As expected, the Bennett method is always superior to the
other estimators. The symbols J , C, and B in Fig. 6 (a) indicate
those parameter regions within which the Jarzynski, Crooks,
and Bennett estimators, respectively, deviate by less than the
thermal energy kBT from the true free energy difference. The
Jarzynski estimator soon becomes unreliable with increasing
pulling speed, while the Crooks estimator yields better values
for larger pulling speeds provided that it is based on a
sufficiently large number of data. It is interesting to note
that for small M and very slow pulling speeds the Jarzynski
estimator performs better than the Crooks estimator. To better
understand this observation, note that already for M = 1 the
block average (26) yields �Ff = 〈w〉f which is close to the
correct value for weakly dissipative protocols, according to
Eq. (20). On the other hand, for the Crook’s crossing criterion
to properly work, the tails of the forward and backward PDFs
need to be sampled with sufficient accuracy, necessitating a
sample of reasonable size. The Bennett estimator for this model
with a Gaussian work PDF is found to be free of any bias in
the whole investigated parameter region. Yet with increasing
pulling speed the variance of the Bennett estimator increases
as displayed in Fig. 6(b) for a fixed M . This increase though is
less pronounced than those of the respective variances of the
Crooks and the Jarzynski estimators.

V. CHAIN WITH A HAIRPIN

A particular feature of a Gaussian work distribution given
by Eq. (6), such as the one for the pulling process of a
Gaussian chain, is the mirror symmetry of the forward and
backward distributions with respect to �F relating pf (w) and
pb(−w). As a consequence, the dissipated works are equal for
the forward and the backward processes, and, moreover, the
Bennett estimator is unbiased [see Fig. 6(b)]. To demonstrate
the dependence of the Bennett estimator on the difference of
the forward and backward dissipated works, we thus need
to consider an asymmetric work PDF. As shown in the first
experimental realization of the Jarzynski equality [2], pulling
a hairpin molecule typically exhibits pronounced asymmetric
work PDFs, depending upon the direction of the protocol.
Therefore, we consider a chain in three dimensions consisting
of N monomers with Hookean bonds along the chain and,
additionally, pair-specific interactions leading to a hairpin
structure in the mechanical equilibrium state, as depicted in
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Efficiency diagram of the three meth-
ods for N = 40 and �F = 15kBT . Each sample of size M was
independently generated m = 104 times. The symbols J , C, and B

are assigned to those regions in the parameter plane spanned by the
inverse box size and tr/tf , where the Jarzynski, Crooks, and Bennett
methods, respectively, give an estimate of the free energy difference
with an error being less than kBT . Along the line connecting the
squares, the expected error of the Jarzynski estimator equals kBT

(i.e., �Ff − �F = kBT ). Below this line, for smaller pulling speeds,
the error is smaller. The line connecting the circles indicates the
corresponding curve for the Crooks estimator. (b) Estimated bias
of three estimators of free energy difference as a function of tr/tf
with M = 104 and m = 3 × 102. The Jarzynski error becomes larger
than kBT as soon as tr/tf � 0.1. The Crooks crossing criterion
gives the correct value of �F up to tr/tf ≈ 0.2, where the overlap
between the forward and the backward PDFs disappears so that
the Crooks criterion only delimits the range within which the free
energy difference is located. Apart from an increase of the expected
sampling error, Bennett’s method according to Eq. (13) is insensitive
to the pulling speed, yielding precise estimates of �F . The error bars
indicate the magnitude of the variance of the free energy estimators
based on m = 3 × 102 blocks of size M = 104. The variance of the
Jarzynski estimator increases rapidly with increasing speed, while
the variances of the Crooks and the Bennett estimators grow much
slower.

Fig. 7. The potential energy of this chain is given by

U ({ri}) = k

2

N∑
i=1

(ri,i−1 − a)2

+ ε

ic+Nb∑
i=ic

[(
a

ri,N−i

)12

−
(

a

ri,N−i

)6
]

, (29)

where ri = (xi,yi,zi) denotes the position of the ith monomer
and ri,j = |ri − rj | the distance between two monomers. The
first sum represents the contribution of the Hookean springs
connecting neighboring monomers along the chain. Here a

is the equilibrium bond length and k the spring constant.
The second sum describes the interaction between pairs of
monomers i and N − i, given by the Lennard-Jones potential.
The summation index runs over the monomers constituting

FIG. 7. (Color online) A schematic picture of a hairpin chain
with N = 20. The pairing interactions are present between the ith
and N − ith monomers where i = ic,ic + 1, . . . ,ic + Nb with Nb + 1
denoting the number of pairs. In this work, we consider a hairpin chain
with Nb = 3.

the pairs as depicted in Fig. 7. The total number of pairs is
Nb + 1. As for the Gaussian case, additionally, strong friction
and random forces act on the beads of the chain resulting in
an overdamped dynamics which is governed by the Langevin
equation

γ
dri

dt
= −∇iU ({ri}) + ξ i(t), (30)

where γ denotes the friction constant experienced by a
monomer, ∇i the three-dimensional gradient with respect to the
position of the ith monomer, and ξ i(t) = [ξi,x(t),ξi,y(t),ξi,z(t)]
thermal Gaussian white-noise forces satisfying 〈ξi,�(t)〉 = 0
and 〈ξi,�(t)ξj,m(t ′)〉 = 2γ kBT δi,jδ�,mδ(t − t ′). Similarly as for
the Gaussian chain, the one end of a hairpin chain is fixed at
r0 = 0 and the other end rN is pulled with constant speed v in
the x direction. As for the Gaussian chain, the work performed
in this way is given by v

∫ tf
0 dt∂U ({ri})/∂xN with the hairpin

potential, Eq. (29).
Unlike the case of pulling a Gaussian chain, for a pulled

hairpin chain we do not know the exact work distribution
from which we could sample the data. To study the effect
of an asymmetric work PDF on the biases, we had to perform
direct simulations of the Langevin dynamics. For the numerical
simulations, we rescaled all lengths by the bond length
according to r̃ = r/a and discretized the Langevin equation
with a time step �. The iterative Langevin equation then reads
in terms of the discrete time variable n = t/� as

r̃i(n + 1) = r̃i(n) − μ̃∇̃iŨ ({r(n)}) + ξ̃ i(n), (31)

where Ũ = U/kBT is the rescaled potential and μ̃ = �/ta
denotes the rescaled mobility with ta = γ a2/(kBT ) being a
characteristic time scale of the chain. The variances of the
dimensionless Gaussian random forces ξ̃ i(n) are determined
by 〈ξ̃i,k(m)ξ̃j,�(n)〉 = 2μ̃δm,nδk,�δi,j . The dimensionless poten-
tial Ũ is determined by the dimensionless spring constant
k̃ = ka2/kBT and the dimensionless energy parameter of the
Lennard-Jones potential ε̃ = ε/kBT . In the simulations these
parameters were set as k̃ = 30 and ε̃ = 20. For the efficiency
as well as the numerical convergence of the simulations, the
rescaled mobility was chosen as μ̃ = 0.0001. We considered a
hairpin-like molecule with N = 20 monomers having pairing
potentials between the monomer pairs (4,16) up to (7,13).

Before the forward protocol was started, the chain had been
prepared into a thermal equilibrium state having the form
of a hairpin with constrained positions of the first and last
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Histograms of the work performed on a
hairpin chain as depicted in Fig. 7. The chain parameters are N = 20,
k̃ = 30, and ε̃ = 20. The maximal end to end distance of the chain
reached at the end of the forward protocol is xd = 25a; for further
details see the text below Eq. (30). Each histogram was obtained as an
average over m = 102 independently generated histograms based on
M = 104 simulations of the Langevin equation (30). The variances of
the such estimated probabilities indicated by error bars are relatively
small. On the right-hand side the histograms of the forward protocols
and on the left-hand side those for negative work of the backward
protocols are depicted. Panel (a) displays the case when the protocol
lasted tf = 900t3D

r representing a relatively slow pulling speed for
which the forward and backward work histograms overlap. Note that
here t3D

r is the relaxation time of a three-dimensional Gaussian chain,
t3D
r = tr/3 = γ /(3kλm). Consequently a reliable estimate of �F =

89.4kBT indicated by the vertical dotted line was obtained from the
Crooks crossing criterion. Panel (b) gives the work distributions for
a five times faster pulling speed (tf = 180t3D

r ). At this higher speed
the histograms become broader and more dissimilar and no longer
overlap with each other.

monomers, r0 = 0, rN (0) = ax̂, respectively, where x̂ denotes
the unit vector in x direction. This thermal equilibrium state
was established by simulating the Langevin equation (31) for
a sufficiently large time with clamped end positions. Upon
equilibration, the last monomer was pulled at a constant
speed v in the x direction until it had reached the distance
xd = |rN (tf ) − rN (0)| = 25a. The backward protocol was
started with a thermal equilibrium distribution with the first
and last monomer at the final positions of the forward protocol;
then the chain was compressed by moving the last monomer
at the same absolute velocity v in the −x direction until it had
reached the initial position of the forward protocol rN = ax̂.

The histograms displayed in Fig. 8 represent averages of
m = 102 raw histograms each based on M = 104 simulations
of the Langevin equation for forward and backward protocols
at two different pulling speeds. The statistical uncertainty
of these averages were estimated from the variance of the
distributions of raw histograms and are indicated by error
bars. For the slow protocol displayed in the upper panel, the
forward and the backward histograms cross at �F = 89.4,
indicated by the vertical dotted line, and appear as almost
symmetric about the crossing point. In contrast, for the fast

FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) The bias of the free energy estimators
for a hairpin chain with parameter values specified in Fig. 8 is depicted
as a function of the inverse duration of the pulling protocol tf .
The statistical error bars are smaller than the size of symbols. With
increasing speed, the Jarzynski bias and the dissipated work of the
forward and the backward processes grow quickly. At the same time
but at a much slower rate also the difference between the forward
and the backward dissipated work as well as the bias of the Bennett
estimator increase. (b) The Bennett bias is shown to be proportional to
the difference between dissipated works, 〈wd〉f ≡ 〈w〉f − �F in the
forward process and 〈wd〉b ≡ 〈w〉b + �F in the backward process.

protocol shown in Fig. 8(b), the two histograms do not
overlap, and therefore, do not allow to extract �F from the
Crooks relation. Moreover, these histograms are no longer
mirror symmetric; the forward histogram is significantly more
dispersed than the backward histogram. We also present the
biases of the free energy estimators in Fig. 9(a). As the protocol
speeds up, the bias of the Jarzynski estimators (open squares)
becomes more pronounced and, at the same time, the dissipated
work (triangles) grows. We note that the 1/2 formula (open
diamonds) given by Eq. (18) perfectly coincides with the
Bennett estimation (filled red triangles). Both methods lead
to a significantly smaller bias than the Jarzynski estimate.

Unlike the Gaussian case, the dissipated work is larger
during the forward than during the backward process; see
the curve for 〈w〉f − �F in comparison with the curve
for 〈w〉b + �F in Fig. 9(a). Figure 9(b) presents the bias
of the Bennett estimator as a function of the difference
between these dissipated works. The monotonic increase of
both quantities as functions of the time ratio tr/tf leads to a
proportionality between the bias of the Bennett estimator and
the difference between the dissipated works in the forward and
backward protocols confirming the previous conjecture. The
influence of the difference between the dissipated forward and
backward works on the Bennett estimator can be understood
qualitatively, at least in the limit of large dissipation. According
to Eq. (18), in this limit, the Bennett estimator can be expressed
by half of the difference of the Jarzynski estimators for
the forward and the backward protocols. For a Gaussian
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work distribution the forward and the backward distributions
pf (w) and pb(−w) are symmetric with respect to �F and
consequently, the biases of the two estimators are identical
and compensate each other in the 1/2 formula. On the other
hand, in all cases with different dissipated works of the forward
and the backward processes, the symmetry of the forward
and backward distributions is apparently lost and therefore
the forward and the backward Jarzynski estimators will have
different biases, which then no longer compensate each other
in the 1/2 formula.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we discussed the statistical behaviors of
the free energy estimators based on the Jarzynski equality,
Crooks’ crossing criterion, and Bennett’s acceptance ratio
method, in relation to the amount of dissipated work and the
time asymmetry. In particular, we investigated the limiting
behaviors of the solutions of Eq. (3) and demonstrated that
while both the Jarzynski and the Crooks method are hampered
by large dissipated work, the finite sampling error of Bennett’s
method is determined by the difference of the dissipated
works of the forward and the backward processes. As a
consequence, it is less severely influenced by the entropy
production but rather by the asymmetry between the forward
and the backward process. The examples of a Gaussian
and a non-Gaussian chain considered here demonstrate these
features. The finite sampling error of the Jarzynski estimator

rapidly increases with the amount of dissipated work. The
Crooks estimator has a binary character: Either it yields a
reliable solution, as long as the forward and the backward work
PDFs overlap, or provides no solution at all. At best both an
upper and a lower bound can be estimated from the extension
of the gap between pf (w) and pb(−w). For Gaussian work
PDFs the Bennett method leads to precise estimates over a
remarkably wide range of pulling speeds and sampling sizes.
For non-Gaussian work PDFs, the bias of the Bennett estimate
is still smaller than for other estimators. It, however, increases
with increasing differences between the forward and backward
dissipated works.

Finally, we like to emphasize that in all cases where the
Jarzynski and Crooks estimators fail, the determination of
�F can be substantially simplified by means of the 1/2
formula, Eq. (18), expressing the free energy difference as
half of the difference of the forward and backward Jarzynski
estimates.
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